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Homework 1 
available!

https://classroom.github.com/a/mM8AuMDF


(Will also be posted on Slack after class today)

https://classroom.github.com/a/mM8AuMDF


Protecting Health, Saving Lives —
Millions at a Time

(of data points)



The Measurement Revolution…



The Measurement 
Revolution…

Multiplied!

Brian 
Caffo



Data are Eating the World*
(but analysis hasn’t yet)

*see “Software is Eating the World” by Marc Andreessen



Demand for Data Science



Demand for Data Science

Investing in America’s Data Science and Analytics 
Talent: The Case for Action, 

PricewaterhouseCoopers





Challenges
• Data analysis is everywhere because data are 

everywhere


• Everyone is a data analyst, whether they like it 
or not!


• Training for data analysis is essential but there 
is limited bandwidth


• Our understanding of the data analysis process 
is fundamentally narrow



Questions

•What is a data analysis? 


•What are differences between analyses?


•What is a successful data analysis?



Every data analyst makes 
analytic choices

• Methods / Approaches / Models


• Algorithms


• Tools


• Languages


• Integrated Developer Environments


• Workflows





Point estimates (smallest effect size at top) and 95% CIs for the effect of soccer players’ skin tone on the number of red cards 
awarded by referees

Twenty teams (69%) found a statistically significant positive effect, and 9 teams (31%) did not observe a significant relationship 

Neither analysts’ prior beliefs about the effect of interest nor their level of expertise readily explained the variation in the outcomes of 
the analyses. 

Peer ratings of the quality of the analyses also did not account for the variability. 

So how can we understand how data analyst make these analytic choices? 



Incorporating Statistical 
Expertise Into Software (1991)

“Throughout American or even global industry, there 
is much advocacy of statistical process control and 
of understanding processes. Statisticians have a 
process they espouse but do not know anything 
about. It is the process of putting together many tiny 
pieces, the process called data analysis, and is not 
really understood.”  

Daryl Pregibon, The Future of 
Statistical Software, NRC Report 1991



https://vita.had.co.nz/papers/sensemaking.pdf

The data analysis process is characterized as a sensemaking task whereby theories or expectations are set and 
then compared to reality (data) — any difference are further examined and then theories are modified

Problems with this approach
Process is not observable from outsiders (aka not the analyst)



Tukey, Annals of Statistics, 1962



We would teach [data analysis] like 
biochemistry, with emphasis on what we have 
learned…with relegation of all question of 
detailed methods to the “laboratory work”. All 
study of detailed proofs…or comparisons of 
ways of presentation would belong in “the 
laboratory” rather than “in class”.

J. W. Tukey, “The Future of Data 
Analysis,” 1962



The (New) Future of Data 
Analysis

• We need to draw a bigger picture of the data analysis 
process (and own the training)


• Define what success and failure mean in data analysis


• Design data analyses to be successful


• Learn the correct lessons from failure



Data Analysis (revised)

Question

Context

Resources

Audience

Analysis

Data

Tidy Data

Results Audience



Data Analysis (revised)
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Analytic container, analytic product, analytic presentation





What are the elements of a data analysis  
(= fundamental components of a data analysis 
used by the data analyst)?



•Code 


•Code comments (human readable; symbol)


•Narrative text (human readable)


•Data visualization (e.g. plot)


•Narrative diagram (e.g. flowchart; not necessarily with data)


• Summary statistics


• Table (summaries, but ordered int a row/column format)


• Statistical model or computational algorithm

What are the elements of a data analysis  
(= fundamental components of a data analysis 
used by the data analyst)?



What is a Successful  
Data Analysis?

• Data analyses must be created / designed


• Design thinking


• Identify the problem —> Exploratory data analysis


• Build the solution —> Modeling, uncertainty, narrative


• Audience has wants and needs



What is a Successful  
Data Analysis?

• Every analysis has at least two roles


• Analyst - conducts / leads the data analysis


• Audience - reviews / reads / receives the analysis


• Analyst and audience may be played by the same actor


• Both analyst and audience weigh a set of principles that articulate 
what they think is important about an analysis


• A successful analysis is one in which the audience accepts what 
the analyst as done and agrees on the weighting of principles 
chosen by the analyst



Data Analysis Principles

• Reflect qualities of a data analysis


• Serve to guide the development of an analysis


• Observable from the output of the data analysis


• Can be roughly measured / weighted (low, medium, high)


• Should be objectively measured



















What can the elements 
and principles of data 
analysis be used for?



One idea: How can you 
evaluate the quality of 
an analysis? 

Success? Validity? Honesty? 



What is a Successful  
Data Analysis?

Reproducibility

Exhaustive

Skeptical

Transparent

Data Matching

Second Order

Reproducibility

Exhaustive

Skeptical

Transparent

Data Matching

Second Order

Analyst Audience

😍🤔

• Inclusion or exclusion of principles ≠ judgment or assessment of quality 
• A data analyst assigns weights to principles to ↑  or ↓ objective characteristics (principles) 
• Characteristics can be highly influenced by outside constraints or resources (e.g. time or budget) 
• → different weighting of the principles can lead to different data analyses (all addressing the same question)



What is a Successful  
Data Analysis?
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🤔 👎

• Inclusion or exclusion of principles ≠ judgment or assessment of quality 
• A data analyst assigns weights to principles to ↑  or ↓ objective characteristics (principles) 
• Characteristics can be highly influenced by outside constraints or resources (e.g. time or budget) 
• → different weighting of the principles can lead to different data analyses (all addressing the same question)



Ni = ∑K
k=1 W(k)

i

Consider  
• analyst i

• specific weight assign to principle k is �    W(k)

i

Total weight assigned to the analysis by analyst

Can model the individual principle-specific weights ( �  ) 
 with the multinomial distribution

W(k)
i

Wi = (W(1)
i , …, W(K)

i ) ∼ Multinomial (Ni; π(1)
i , …, π(K)

i ) .

•  �  = probability of analyst i assigning weight to principle k 
• probabilities must sum to 1 across the K principles, i.e. � 

• Reflects the reality that all analysts must decide how to allocate their priorities  

towards each principle when building a data analysis

π(k)
i

∑K
k=1 π(k)

i = 1



For a given principle k, we can derive the marginal distribution  
from the multinomial

W(k)
i ∼ Binomial(Ni; π(k)

i )

We can then model the � s asπ(k)
i

ψ(k)
i = log (

π(k)
i

1 − π(k)
i ) = λ(k)

fi
+ δ(k)

i + x′�iβ(k)
i

• �  is the field-specific mean for principle k and analyst i in field  � 


• �  is analyst i's deviation from the field-specific mean for principle k 
• �  is a vector of analysis-specific resources and characteristics for the analysis 


• i.e. time, budget, personnel, significance

• �  is a vector of coefficients that indicate how each resource is related to the up-

weighting or down-weighting of the �  principle for the analysis

• We consider the analyst deviation �  to be randomly distributed across the set of 

potential analysts with mean 0 and finite variance

λ(k)
fi fi

δ(k)
i

xi

β(k)
i

kth

δ(k)
i



Analogous to the analyst's weights, the weight given to principle k by audience 
member j (who is a member of field �  ) can be written as �  with �  
being the total weight given to the analysis.  

We similarly model the vector �  as multinomial with total �  
and proportions � . 

We then similarly model the proportions �  as

fj A(k)
j Nj = ∑K

k=1 A(k)
j

Aj = (A(1)
j , …, A(K)

j ) Nj
ω(1)

j , …, ω(K)
j

ω(k)
j

α(k)
j = log (

ω(k)
j

1 − ω(k)
j ) = λ(k)

fj
+ η(k)

j + z′�jγ(k)
j

• �  and �  are the field-specific mean and individual-level deviation for the �  audience 
member, respectively


• �  is the audience's perception of resources available and question significance

• �  is the audience member's sense of the relationship between a given resource and the 

weight that should be given to the principle

• Note that we consider �  to be independent of �  in the analyst's weight model

λ(k)
fj η(k)

j jth

zj
γ(k)

j

η(k)
j δ(k)

i



Using these weights (analyst �  and audience � ), we can 
write the principle-specific weight difference for a given data 
analysis as 

ψ(k)
i α(k)

j

D(k)
ij = ψ(k)

i − α(k)
j = (λ(k)

fi
− λ(k)

fj ) + (δ(k)
i − η(k)

j ) + (x′�iβ(k)
i − z′ �jγ(k)

j )

The overall analyst-audience distance for a given data analysis 
is then characterized by the collection of distances for the set 
of K principles 

Dij = (D(1)
ij , …, D(K)

ij )



Defining a Successful Data 
Analysis

Strong Pairwise Success

Dij
∞

= max
k=1,…,K

D(k)
ij < ε

Because of the randomness in �  and � , the �  values 
can never be equal to zero. 


However, the definition of strong pairwise success requires that 
the differences are never too large for any given principle.

δ(k)
i η(k)

j D(k)
ij



Defining a Successful Data 
Analysis

Weak Pairwise Success

Dij
p

= ( 1
K

K

∑
k=1

D(k)
ij

p

)
1/p

< ε

Here, the analyst and audience may differ slightly wrt how each 
principle is weighted, but overall differences between analyst and 
audience must be small. 


The choice of p here (and hence, the norm) will have an impact on 
how much deviation is allowed between analyst and audience and 
how much any single principle may differ.


Different circumstances may require the use of different norms.



From definition of strong pairwise success, if we assume �  and 
�  are random (with mean 0 and finite variance) and independent, 
then the principle-specific weight difference has expectation

δ(k)
i

η(k)
j

𝔼 [D(k)
ij ] = (λ(k)

fi
− λ(k)

fj
) + (x′�iβ(k)

i − z′�jγ(k)
j )

(and in general this will be different from 0)

However:  
• Analyst i may only have general information about the audience member j, but may not 

know specifically who the audience will be

• Here, the analyst may have info about the population parameters of the audience 

and want to measure success based on the mean values for the population


Alternative idea: 

• Look at the difference in expected values for the weightings for all K principles and 

denote this the potential pairwise success of an analysis, because we have not yet 
observed the audience's principle weighting



Defining a Successful Data 
Analysis

Potential Pairwise Success

𝔼 [Dij] = 0

Key distinction between strong (or weak) pairwise success and potential 
pairwise success is: 

• the former can only be evaluated when analyst and audience meet and 

a data analysis is presented

• potential pairwise success can be evaluated before an analyst presents 

the analysis to the audience

Hence 
• potential pairwise success metric could serve as a target for 

optimization by the analyst



Give People What They Want?



Designing Data Analyses

• Data analyses should be designed based on a set of 
shared principles


• Identifying relevant principles requires consideration of 
the audience 

• Even a good analysis can “fail”


• Successful analyses are different from valid, honest, 
complete, etc



How Can We Improve 
Data Analysis?
• Improvement/advancement of approaches to data analysis 

depends in part on learning from mistakes and failures


• When analyses fail (or succeed!) the details are often not public or 
are not recorded for later review


• When information about failures is available we often 


• Draw incorrect lessons because of incomplete information 


• Focus primarily on assigning blame (“user error”)


• Learning what works in data analysis is challenging, requiring either 
detective work or first hand knowledge.



Do We Always Learn the 
Right Lessons?

• Analyses of failures in data analysis typically 
focus on narrow proximate causes or vague 
high-level “environmental” causes


• Lessons should lead to relevant interventions


• For a useful post-mortem we need 


• Detailed timeline information about analyses


• Open and honest discussion from 
participants



What Makes for a Good  
Data Analyst?
• The application of design thinking to data problems


• The creation and management of workflows for transforming 
and processing data


• The negotiation of human relationships to identify context, 
allocate resources, and characterize audiences for data 
analysis results


• The application of statistical methods to quantify evidence


• The transformation of data analytic information into coherent 
narratives and stories



Thank You!


